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Abstract
Contrast to the shared task at the beginning of mathematics lesson, jumping task is the central part of the teaching that uses higher order thinking skills (HOTs) in Japan. In Indonesia, the curriculum 2013 revised stress on how to use HOTs in the mathematics lesson, the daily life context, and collaborative learning. The goal of this research to know the characteristics of the jumping task which valid, practical and useful supporting primary school students learning percents. This research uses design research as a method. In designing the content materials and their contexts, this research uses PMRI (Indonesian version of Realistic Mathematics Education instructional theory). Moreover, in the designing and implementing learning process, this research use lesson study for learning community (LSLC). Results of this research are valid and practical jumping tasks on mathematics topic percents. Students with low performance have difficulties in solving jumping tasks. However, with collaborative learning, students can answer the percent jumping tasks.
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INTRODUCTION
People use percent in many jobs and activities in their daily life. Hence, the school mathematics curriculum consists of percent both in the primary and secondary school. However, many research shows that students learn percent only at the low-level order of student thinking not on the understanding and the application of percent.

Van den Hauvel–Panhuizen (1994) stated that students learn percent by practicing many problems using procedure and formula. Students do not know the meaning of the tasks due to the concept of mathematics is given to students at school directly at a formal level and presented as a separate concept from contextual problems (Van de Walle & Folk, 2005; Parker & Leinhardt, 1995).

The model bar can function at different levels of understanding (Van den Hauvel–Panhuizen, 2003). Furthermore, the use of bar models on percent learning is beneficial for students (Rianasari, Budaya, & Patahuddin, 2012). The benefit of the first bar model is the bar model has an area that makes it easier to speak in "whole" terms (Van Galen, et al. 2008; Putri & Zulkardi, 2017). With the bar, the model provides an excellent hold to estimating the percentage as a second benefit. Lastly, the third benefit is the bar model provides students with more opportunities to progress.

In PMRI teaching is built on informal knowledge of students. It is essential to give students the opportunity to explore some situations of everyday life where the percentage plays a role (Van den Hauvel–Panhuizen, 2003; Gunawan, Putri, & Zulkardi, 2017; Putri & Zulkardi, 2018; Nizar, Putri, & Zulkardi, 2018; Indriasih, 2015).
Consistently, learning can be systematically designed through Lesson Study activities. Learning Study based on Learning is a learning quality improvement approach originating from Japan. In Lesson Study activities a group of teachers collaboratively and continuously carry out, observe, and report learning outcomes. Lesson Study that builds Learning Community will make teachers more eager to improve the quality of teaching from within. This is what will later continue to strengthen their professionalism (Sato, 2014). With collaborative learning, the teacher can know the shortcomings and strengths of himself regarding teaching, so that the teacher will always want to improve himself to be better (Putri, 2018).

Currently, the 2013 curriculum suggests teachers guide students in learning mathematics to achieve the 21st-century skills or termed 4C (Communication, Collaboration, Critical Thinking, and Problem Solving, and Creativity and Innovation) (Putri & Zulkardi, 2018; Putri, 2018). For this reason, to achieve 21st-century skills, it is necessary to improve the quality of learning by helping students to participate by emphasizing problem-based learning. One way that can be used through jumping tasks, which is given when learning takes place by using problems that can develop students' high-level thinking skills (Sato, 2014; Sato & Sato, 2003). Also, jumping tasks can create learning activities among students such as dialogue, interaction and effective collaboration (Sato, 2014; Nofrion, 2012). Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to produce jumping tasks on topic percents which valid and practical in supporting primary school students at the fifth-grade learning HOTs mathematics in Palembang.

RESEARCH METHOD

This research used design research method with three phases (Gravemeijer & Cobb, 2006; Putri & Zulkardi, 2018). Firstly, the preliminary design phase which focuses on literature review, discussion with teacher model and designing prototype of Hypothetical Learning Trajectory (HLT). Participants of this research are teacher and students. Four mathematics teachers who teach the fifth-grade at MIN 2 Palembang were involved. The primary subject of this research is 35 of the fifth-grade students. In the design phase, the researchers and mathematics teachers compiled the lesson plans using bar models. In learning percent, the bar models were useful for students in understanding the concept. One of the benefits of using bar models is that they have an area that makes it easier to said “whole” terms (Van Galen, et al. 2008; Van Galen & Van Eerde, 2013). The second benefits, bar models have the best estimating percent, especially in cases where the amount cannot only convert to a single fraction or percent. Then, the bar models give students more opportunities to make progress. It also means the bar models has functioned at a different level of understanding (Van den Heuvel Panhuizen, 2003), including alternative solution hypothesized by the teacher for pre-test on percent, validation, and prediction of pretest test solutions about percent. During the validation process of percent learning materials, all four mathematics teachers at MIN 2 Palembang were get involved.

In this activity, researchers and mathematics teachers on fifth-grade were designing the lesson plans, sharing the task, jumping task, and problems for the written test that adjusted to the principle and characteristics of PMRI. Also developed the learning percent using the learning community, discussed how learning should take place when students were doing the sharing task and jumping task. So the students can collaborate (learning community). After that, the student makes eight groups consisting four people (two females and two males, also the groups were
heterogenous consists of smart, moderate, and low students, that were confirmed directly by mathematics teacher on fifth-grade) (Putri, 2018). Figure 1 shows a sharing task using parking lot context.

![Parking Lot Context](image1.jpg)

**Figure 1. Parking Lot Context**

During the design phase, the researcher in collaboration with the teachers produces three activities sharing tasks for students to help them understand the concept of percent. Also, they design the jumping task at the level analysis. Figure 2 shows the jumping tasks.

![Jumping Task](image2.jpg)

**Figure 2. Jumping Task**

HLT was designed for one meeting with two activities. The goal of the first activity is students can analyze percent from bar percentage. Then, the second goal students can analyze percent using the volume of water in the measurement glass. After finishing activities, the students solved some given problems. The instructional process was conducted using system LSLC and PMRI theory. Data in this research were collected via test, interview, and documentation such as student solutions, photos, and videos.

The experiment phase focuses on both the pilot experiment and teaching experiment. In the pilot experiment, the subject is six fifth-grade students at MIN 2 Palembang. During the experiment, the mathematics teacher performs as an observer,
while an observer performs as a model teacher. Furthermore, the real teaching experiment was conducted at the real class with 35 fifth grade students of MIN2. During the experiment, the class is divided into nine groups with different abilities. In this implementation step, the researchers performed as an observer and collected the research data in the form of test on students’ ability to understand a mathematical concept. Also, the researcher doing some interviews, taking video and photo that focused on students’ expressions and thinking.

Finally, reflection on the implementation of the second cycle focuses on analysis that compares HLT (Hypothetical Learning Trajectory) with ALT (Actual Learning Trajectory). The observation and reflection phase aims to discover the strengths and weaknesses of the implementation of learning. The educators reflect the effectiveness of learning and mutual learning in collaborative. The activity begins with delivered the impression of knowledge, and then the observer gives a response. Criticism and suggestion geared to improve the quality of learning and offered wisely without degrading and hurting the lecturers. Positive feedback can be used to redesign better learning (Widiadi & Utami, 2016).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The implementation of the lesson starts with apperception (Figure 3). It began with a reminder of the worth of broken pieces, using two papers. The first paper was folded in half so that there were two parts. The second paper was doubled and doubled back so that there were four parts and each into one piece of 4 parts. Then compare the size of 1 part of the first paper with the size of 2 parts of the second paper. Next illustrates the shape of the paper size compared to the blackboard and directs the students that this means that the ratio of the paper is a fraction of value.

Figure 3. Teacher Apperception

Then the teacher reminds the learning system with the rules of the game. The student must say "Please Teach Me" to his friend if he does not understand, and students who are asked for help must teach it. Furthermore, the teacher asked for group students consisting of four. With 35 students, there are eight groups. Then teachers give the share tasks as the first activity and then the second activity which was a matter of jumping. The teacher instructs students to work in groups, where if there are students who do not understand, the student is asked to find help to friends with the rules of working in groups (Figure 4).
The teacher asks three students to present their answers orally in the middle of the class. After the student finished the presentation, the teacher shares individual questions (planned as jumping tasks) to each student and tells them to do it individually. For activity 2, there is one group that is used as a focus for which one member does not understand working on problem number 1 and asks for help taught by students who already comprehend while other students continue their work (Figure 5).

When students solve a jumping problem, students seem unable to solve the problem, so the teacher directs to ask for help from his friend. Here are the answers of the student representatives when solving jumping questions.

In this research, three activities were designed as references for teachers when teaching about percent. Every action gave explanations some activities or description of learning activity, the learning objectives, fundamental knowledge that students must have, conjecture of students’ thinking, and the abilities that students got after the learning process. In the operation of the first cycle (pilot experiment) to the second cycle (teaching experiment) allows for revision on the learning activities. The iceberg of percent material is in Figure 6.
In the teaching experiment phase, the teacher forms the students into several
groups, and then students discuss in their group to solve the problems given on the
student activities worksheet. Firstly, students working on the first activity in the
group, and students asked to identify the first activity contained in the shared sheet
within each group. In the first activity, the teacher connects the percent material with
the picture of the parking area that exists on the activities sheet. Students are given
several questions related to the parking area in conversation 1, as follows (S = all
students, G = teacher):

G : “Okay if you already get the LAS, now let’s look at the first page on your LAS,
there’s the first activity which starts with the picture. What is the picture about?”
S : “Cars.”
G : “Yaa, precisely it’s the area where cars or motorcycle are parked.”
S : “Parking area?”
G : “Yes, you’re right. So, have you ever seen it before?”
S : “Of course, at the mall!”
G : “Other than that?”
S : “Airport.”
G : “Good, at airport.... What else?”
S : “Hotel.”
G : “Okay, now let’s have a look at the second page. There’re four questions, and
you have to discuss it and answer the questions.”

The second conversation from group 2, (S1 = first student in group S2 = second
student in group, S3 = third student in group, G = teacher) as follows:

S1 : “Is there a parking area?”
S2 : “Yes, there is.”
S1 : “Write down please.”
S3 : “Tell us about the condition of your parking area at your school.”
S1: “Slippery.”
S4: “Untidy.”
S1: “Messy.”
S5: “Very steep and uneven.”
S2: “Heyy, those words are the same.”
G: “Okay, have you finished? Group One?”
S: “Finish.”
G: “2?”
S: “Yes”
G: “3?”
S: “Same with them (one student yell out)... No, not yet (the others yell out too)...”
G: “Come on. Make it faster.”

Based on the discussion between the teacher and students above, students showed that they already know about the parking area or students have been able to imagine what is the function of the parking area and the shape of the parking area. It shows that the context of the parking area is following the PMRI principles, that is didactical phenomenology. The social context of the parking area that using bar can be used as a starting point in learning percent, therefore it’s one of the ways to formal knowledge, namely percent (Van Galen, et al. 2008; Putri & Zulkardi, 2018).

In the next step, the teacher asked the students to do the second activity. In this activity, there are 100 spaces of the parking area, the number of 100 parking areas were used to direct the students in learning percent, where a percent is a number or ratio expressed as a fraction of 100. For the details, here is the following the fourth conversation between the teacher and students in group 4 (S1 = the first student in the group, S2 = the second student, S3 = the third student, G = teacher) as follows:

G: “How many are this? Okay, how many parking areas are available?”
S1: “Does it mean all?”
G: “Yes, So how many?”
S: “100%”
G: “100%? Should it use percent?”
S2: “No, it shouldn’t.”
S3: “100.”
G: “Yes, right answer!”
G: “How many parts of the place that filled with cars?”
S1: “50.”
G: “The question is the part of the place that filled, so?”
S1: “\(2\frac{1}{2}\)”
G: “\(2\frac{1}{2}\)? Why is it \(2\frac{1}{2}\)?”
S3: “Fraction”
G: “Yes, it’s a fraction. So, 50...”
S4: “50.”
G: “Over...”
S5: “100.”
G: “Well, good. So, why is it \(\frac{50}{100}\)?”
S2: “Because the one filled with 50 cars while the numbers are 100.”
G: “Yes.”
S3 : “Oh.. I see.”
S1 : “That’s what I mean mam.”

Based on the discussion in the second activity, students already know the percent sign, then students were asked where do they find the sign of percent, and some students answered at the mall and when they checked their battery of the mobile phone. From the fourth conversations, it can be seen that students have been able to understand what was the question asked as well as students can solve the problem by modeling it into the bar percent, so it makes them easier to continue the formal mathematical. It shows that students can make a model by themselves or self-developed models. Also, there is students’ contribution when solving the problems and interactivity among students during the discussion process.

After that, the students discuss in their group to solve the problem given on students activities in the third activity. In the third activity, the teacher directs the percent material by linking the parking area with the bar, so the parking area divided into the percent. The conversation between the teacher and the students is as follows (S1 = students in the group, G = teacher):

S : “4 + 4 + 4...”
G : “How many are this?”
S : “Five.”
G : “4 + 4 + 4 + 4+ 4. Why is it 4?”
S : “Why is it four? Why is it 4?” (Ask her friends)
S : “Why do I keep answering?”
S : “Yes it’s your opinion to answer 20%. This one.”
G : “Oh.. because... Why is it four? What’s the reason?”
S : “Because 25 x 4 = 100.”
G : “Oh... So you want to add all become100”
S : “100.”
G : “Okay.”

Based on the discussion process, the teacher can direct students to answer all questions in the sheet. Her, the teacher’s role here is a guide for students so they can solve the problems by their knowledge. There is a PMRI principle that is called guided reinvention and has involved student contributions in completing it, and there are interactions between students and teachers in completing it (Zulkardi, 2002).

From the work of students, in activity 1 and individual questions, all students can solve correctly. Meanwhile, in activity 2, there is one problem from each group is still a constraint of low-ability students. But through collaborative learning, students who are less able to solve jumping questions by asking help the smart friend. According to (Putri, 2011), in PMRI learning, the use of contextual problem that contains mathematical concepts in daily life. Besides, during the learning process, the teacher uses students’ worksheet that is designed using PMRI characteristics.

The learning carried out it is following the principles of PMRI, where students are guided to discover the percent concept through activities with the context of dart games designed, then using the phenomenon of educating and self-developed models (Zulkardi, 2002; Putri & Zulkardi, 2018; Rahayu & Putri, 2018).

After completing 2 activities, 30 students answered correctly, and only five students answered wrongly, meaning that there was a role of learning to use the
context of filling the water in the measuring glass. After students understand the percent concept using a bar model, the teacher gave a jumping task to the students. Figure 7 shows the prediction of the teacher to the student solution.

![Figure 7. Teacher's prediction](image)

During doing mathematics jumping task, students are working collaboratively in their groups. Students with low performance were guided and connected to ask questions to their peers with high performance. Figures 7 and 8 show the different of teacher prediction with the real student solutions. Teacher predicted that students with high performance only who can solve the problems, yet the middle students are also can do it. Even, the low performance can also try to do the problem although they still have a mistake. Hence, these results show that they have already learned in their groups (Sato, 2014).

![Figure 8. Student’s solutions](image)

**CONCLUSION**

This research has produced a jumping task on mathematics at the topic of a percent which valid and practical with PMRI instructional theory and LSLC system in supporting students learning mathematics concept. Students have facilitated in understanding the percent concept through collaborative learning that connects students using the "Please Teach Me" rule. It is helpful and constructive for students who are low or moderate in understanding the concept of that need higher level order
thinking skill. The results show that students with high performance can solve the jumping task, while students with low achievement have a problem in solving the jumping task. Yet, through collaborative learning, students with problems with percent concepts, finally, can resolve the HOTS jumping task.
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